Maintenance and Operations Report
November 2021
THS
Ticket booth project is complete – Gary Ingles did a great job on it. We will paint it to match the
school once the main painting project is underway so we can be sure to get the exact colors.

TMS
We replaced the scoreboard controller as it was damaged and could not be repaired. The old
unit served us well for over 25 years.
The Riverhawks (Osprey) new nesting site is coming together. Tim welded together a 3X3 nesting
box and we will put it on a pole supplied and installed by Lewis County PUD. The new pole and
nest will be a great replacement for the dangerous pole that was removed. Thanks to LCPUD for
their help with this project!

Welding the new Osprey platform

Wheelchair Landing at TMS Gym

Wheelchair landing at the new emergency door is poured and cured; this update will make our
gym a safer place for our kids and the community.

TES
The bark in front end flower beds has been replaced.
We had the county come out to grade the back loop, then we spread 5/8 crush on it to give it a
smoother, more durable surface. The City came out with their tractor and bladed it out so it
was smooth, Thanks Mike and John!
Softball Complex
Replaced waste water pump – The old pump shorted out and was destroyed.
PPE
Levels are good for continued operation. Note: Disposable masks are being used at an increased
rate so I purchased 10 cases of adult and 10 cases of child masks through our vendor contract at
ESD112 to help bolster our reserves.
Maintenance Shop
The new roof is on the building! This completes the exterior repairs on the building and will
ensure that it lasts for decades to come.

District Storage (old VFW)
Removed the separation fence and we are clearing the brush and debris on the site. This will
allow us to get a clear picture on the size of the property for future district actions.
Bus Garage
Installed more security lighting on site.
Leveled and re-surfaced the gravel lot.

